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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I] and [2] I. I. Hirschman Jr. obtained asymptotic formulas for the 
extreme eigenvalues of Toeplitz forms associated with the classical orthogonal 
polynomials. 
The purpose of this report is two-fo1d.l First we re-obtain some of the 
results of [l] (the end-point case) by simpler methods. Then we show that 
Hirschman’s general results can be extended to Toeplitz forms associated 
with other orthogonal polynomials. 
In Section 2 we formulate the problems. In Section 3 certain basic notions 
are collected. Section 4 is devoted to the simple end-point case for Jacobi 
polynomials. In Section 5 we develope the extensions to more general 
orthogonal polynomials. 
The study of such asymptotic formulas originated in the work of Kac, 
Murdoch and Szego [3] for the Fourier series case. Later, Widom [4-71 and 
this author [S-IO], extended their results. Hirschman then extended the 
methods of Widom [4, 71, to study these problems for orthogonal polynomials. 
The methods used in this report are closely related to the methods used in 
[3] and some ideas presented in [8]. 
2. FORMULATION 
Let w(x) be a nonnegative “weight” function defined on an interval (a, b) 
where ---co < a < b < +co. We assume that moments 
i 
b 
Pn = PW(X) fix, n = 0, 1, . . . 
- a 
* Sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States Army, Madison, 
Wisconsin, under Contract No.: DA-l l-022-ORD-2059. 
1 This report represents the amplification and extension of some remarks made at 
a conference on Toeplitz Forms at the University of Minnesota in May 1964, which 
was supported by the Air Force under grant AFOSR-63-381. 
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of all orders exist and are finite. Let p,(x), n = 0, 1, . . . be the normalized 
orthogonal polynomials associated with w(x). That is 
where 
and 
p,(x) = k,xn + (polynomial of degree n - 1) 
k, > 0, 
s b PdeJ,bb+4 dx = %.r 9 
j, Y = 0, 1, . . . . 
a 
(2-l) 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
Letf(x) be a real continuous function defined on (a, b) and square integrable 
with respect to zu(x) dx. Let 
(24 
and let T, = TJf] = {m(i, j)} i, j = 0, 1, . . . n. Then T, is a real symmetric 
matrix. Let Aj,n = hj,Jf] denote its eigenvalues arranged in nondecreasing 
order, i.e., 
&? G &,n < .** G &L+l,n . (2.3) 
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of Xj,, (j fixed) as n --f CO. 
We restrict ourselves to the case wheref(x) satisfies 
Condition A(x,). Let x0 E [a, b] and x0 is a finite point. Let f(x,,) <f(x) 
for all x E [a, b] and x # x0. 
Condition A(x, , w). Letf(x) satisfy Condition A(x,). Let w be a positive 
real number. Let Z(w) be the smallest integer >w. Let 
f(x) = 01 x - x0 p . L(x) +f(xJ (2.4) 
where L(x) has 1 continuous derivatives in some neighborhood of x = x,, 
andL(x,,) = 1, CJ > 0. 
REMARK. Hirschman [2] considers a slightly more general case. 
REMARK. The value off(x,) is immaterial. If we add a constant tof(x) we 
merely add a constant to the diagonal terms of TV and Xj,n . 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we collect some facts-many of which are well known- 
which are required later. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X = (&} k = 0, I, **a n be a vector and let 
a, = cbo &P,(t). 
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W, TnLflflx) = ff(t) I z(t) I2 w(t) dt. n (3.1) 
PROOF. Direct computation. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X(j) = {[t’}, R = 0, 1, . . . n, j = 1,2,3, . . . s be s vectors 
where s < n + 1. Let g(j)(t) be dejked as above. Then, the vectors X(j) are 
linearly independent zy and only if the functions &j)(t) are linearly independent. 
PROOF. This is a well known fact of linear algebra. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Courant-Weyl). Let A be a Hermitian matrix of order n + 1. 
Let po, ply . . . pn be the eigenvalues of A arranged in nondecreasing order. 
The pV , v 3 1 may be characterized by 
(3.2) 
where Yi , Y, , . . . Y,.-., is an arbitrary set of v - 1 vectors and X runs over 
all nonzero vectors satisfying 
(Yj , X) = 0, j = 1,2, . . . v - 1. (3.2a) 
Furthermore, for v = 0 we have 
(3.2b) 
PROOF. See [I, chap. 71. 
It follows from this result that if T and U are two Hermitian matrices such 
that (X, TX) < (X, UX) for all vectors X, then each eigenvalue of T is 
less than or equal to the corresponding eigenvalue of U. Thus, Lemma 1 
implies thatf(x) < g(x) implies hj,n[f] < Ai,,[g] for all j and n. 
LEMMA 3.4. (Poincare-Ritz). Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3, the pL, 
may be characterized by 
cLv = Y,pTY X#O (X,X) 1 ’ 1 Max (x’ AX) ’ ’ Y (3.3) 
where X is a nonzero vector in the subspace spanned by the v + 1 linearly 
independent vectors Y, , Yl , . . . Y,, . 
PROOF. See [I, chap. 71. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let A be a Hermitian matrix of order n. Let B be a Hermitian 
matrix of order m = n + q > n. Suppose 
aij = bij , i,j = 1,2 ) . . . n. (3.4) 
Let 01~ < 01~ < .*a < 01, be the eigenvalues of A while & < & < .‘* < &,% are 
the eigenvalues of B. Then 
Pj e 9 , j = 1,2, . . . n. (3.5) 
PROOF. See [l, chap. 71. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let {Q:‘(t)} j = 1, 2, . . . s < n + 1 be s linearly independent 
polynomials of degree less than OY equal to n. Let hj,.ll be the eigenvalues of T,[ f 1. 
Then 
Xz3, < Max 
r 
b 
f(t) I p,(t) I2 w(t) dt 
* a 
P,(t)+0 
.r ’ I p,(t) I2 4) dt a 
(3.6) 
where Pn(t) is a (not identically zero) polynomial of degree less than or equal to n 
in the subspace spanned by the Q:‘(t). 
PROOF. This result follows immediately from lemma 3.4 and lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.7. There exist two sequences {a”}, (b,} v = 0, 1, . . . such that 
~PI@) = ak--lpk--l(x) + b,p,(x) + akpk+l(x) (3.7) 
where a-, = 0 and aV = ky/kYfl > 0 for v > 1. Also 
3 Mx)12 = an{PL+d4P&) - M4Pn+d4>. 
V=O 
(3.7a) 
PROOF. See [12, pp. 42-431 and use the fact that these polynomials are 
normalized. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let f(x) = x. Then 
m(i,j) = 0 if j i -j ( : 
and 
m(i, i) = bi 
m(i, i - 1) = aCeI 
m(i,i+ 1) =a, 
PROOF. Direct computation using Lemma 3.7. 
409/3-h 
1 (3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
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It is well known [see 121 that the polynomial p,+i(x) has n + 1 distinct 
real zeros all of which lies in (a, b). Let them be denoted by $;+I with 
a<f”+l<ff”tl<...<fnfl<f”+l<b 
n+l 12 2 1 (3.9) 
LEMMA 3.9. Let f(x) = (y. - x. Let hjs, be the eigenvalues of T,[f]. Let 
Y(i) = (yy) j = 1, 2, . . . n + 1, K = 0, 1, . . . n be the associated eigenvectors. 
Then 
his, = 01 - q+1 (3.10) 
and 
yp = p,(sj”“). (3.11) 
PROOF. Using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 one may easily verify that the vectors 
Y(j) defined by (3.11) are eigenvectors with eigenvalues hj,, given by (3.10). 
4. THE SIMPLE END-POINT CASE 
Suppose x0 = b, a finite end point. In addition, suppose f(x) satisfies 
condition A(b, 1). Then, in view of Lemma 3.9, we might expect that 
Xj,, = f(n;+l) + o(b - q+l) 
= f(b) + u(b - fly+l) + o(b - %;+I). 
And, as we shall see, under appropriate conditions, this is the case. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree p > 1. Let fO(x) 
let A = Y,+,-l[ fO] whiZe 
B = f(A) = (bij), i,j = 0, 1, . . . . n + p - 1. 
Let T = T,+& f] = T = (tij). Then 
bij = tij , i,j = 0, 1, . . . 71. 
(4.1) 
x and 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
PROOF. The proof follows from a direct computation using Lemma 3.7 
and Lemma 3.8. Or, one may modify the argument given in [13, p. 1141. 
However, the complete discussion found in that section is incorrect (unless 
p = 1). 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree p > 1 and satisfying 
condition A(b, 1). Let hi,, be the eigenvalues qf T,[ f ] arranged in nondecreasing 
order. Then 
f(Z;+p) <Aj,, j = 1,2, . ..n + 1. (4.4) 
PROOF. Apply Lemma 4.1. By Lemma 3.9 the eigenvalues of B = f(A) 
aref(%;+O). Thus (4.4) follows from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.5. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the zeros {zji”} of the {~~(x)}~~,, satisfy (for 
fixedd 
P+D - szjn = o(b - $“). 3 (4.5a) 
Then, under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, 
A,,, > f(ajn) + o(b - aj”) as n --+ co. (4Sb) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let go(x) = b - x. Then 
where E,, = (e:;)) and 
T&,21 = ~&,I2 + En 
et,?) = 6 6 * a2 
13 in nj n+l . 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
PROOF. Direct computation. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f(x) = m + o(b - x) + ol(b - x)“. Clearly, f(x) satisJies 
condition A(b, 1). Assume that 
for Jixed J’, Zjn -+ b as n+ 03. (4.7) 
Also, let us assume that 
Let hj,, be the eigenvalues of TJ f] arranged in nondecreasing order. Then 
Xj,, < m + u(b - k?yl) + o(b - $7’). (4.9) 
PROOF. Let n > j. Let YfT) = {~~(a:+~)} s = 0, 1, . . . n, Y = 1, 2, ,.. j 
be the vectors of Lemma 3.9. Using Lemma 4.3 we have 
w, TX) d+&4~~“)1’ 
(YT, Y’) 
=m+a(b-*;+l)+ol n + o(b - fl)+l). 
c [Ps@:+l)12 
s=Li 
Thus, the lemma follows from Lemma 3.4. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let f(x) satisfy condition A(b, 1). Assume that there exists 
a polynomial f,(x) of degree p which also satis$es condition A(b, 1) and 
f,(b) =f(@, f,(x) G f(X)! x E [a, b]. (4.11) 
Also, suppose that for each E > 0 there exists a constant CX(C) such that the 
function 
f(x) = f(b) + (u + c)(b - x) + a(e)@ - x)” (4.12a) 
satis$es 
f(x) 2 f(x) x E [a, b]. (4.12b) 
Finally, suppose that (4.5a), (4.7), and (4.8) hold. Then forfixed j 
hj,, = f(ny+l) + o(b - ajn+l) = f(b) + a(b - q+l) + o(b - %;+l) (4.13) 
asn+ co. 
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 and the remarks 
following Lemma 3.3. 
Let us now apply Theorem 4.1 to the case of the Jacobi Polynomials. Then 
a = --I, b = 1 and w(x) = (x + l)a(l - ~)a, ar,/3 > -1. We have 
pn(x) = [ 
(2n + 01 + B + l)n! r(n + 01 + B + 1) 1/Z pf,B)(x, 
2*+fl+Y(n + 01 + l)r(n + p + 1) I 
where Ptga)( ) . h x IS t e usual Jacobi polynomial (see [12, p. 681). Using the 
recurrence formulae [12, p. 711 we find that 
a, = i + o(1) as n+cn. (4.14) 
Also [12, p. 721 
p,(z;+l) = l +nocl) (1 - *;+I)(1 + %;+‘)p;+, (?+I). 
Thus 
2 
~ PY&W”) an+, 1 - *;+1 
%t p;+l(Lf;+‘) = * n I i ! 
= o(1 - q+‘). (4.15) 
Finally, for fixed v [12, p. 1911 we have 
$a+1 = 1 
Y 
-;[Ly+o(~), (4.16) 
where i,(a) is the vth positive zero of J,(z), the Bessel function of order 01. 
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Since we are on a finite interval, there is no difficulty in constructing the 
approximating polynomials fP(x), j(x) (see [13, Sec. 541). 
Thus, all of the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and we obtain 
the following result of Hirschman [l]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Letf(x) be deJined on [ - 1, l] and satisfy Condition A( 1, 1). 
Let T,[ f ] be the matrix constructed in Section 2 relative to the weight function 
w(x) = (1 + x)fl(l - x)*, 01,/3 > -1. Then, for fixed v, as n-t CO we have 
h “,R =f(l) +;py + 0 (f). 
We close this section with some remarks on a related result of [l]. Let 
(a, b) = (0, co) and let w(x) = epxxor, 01 > -1. Then the orthonormal 
polynomials p,(x) are essentially the Laguerre polynomials. Hirschman 
proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM* (Hirschman). Letf(x) b e b ounded and continuous fov 0 < x < CO 
and satisfying 
f(0) = m (4.18a) 
f(x) > m2 o<x<co (4.18b) 
f(x) = M + 0(x-l), M > m, as x -+ + co, (4.18~) 
f ‘(0) = u > 0, (4.18d) 
f(x) is assumed to be continuously diff’erentiable in some neighborhood of x = 0. 
Then 
A “,1z = m + 2 [.L(a)]” + 0 (3 . (4.19) 
This theorem cannot be obtained by the methods described above. First 
of all, we cannot construct a polynomial f,(x) which satisfies condition JO, I) 
which satisfies (4.11). While there is no difficulty in constructing the quadratic 
polynomial fjx) which satisfies (4.12a) and (4.12b), the appropriate analog of 
(4.8) is not true. 
On the other hand, (4.19) is correct for f(x) = m + UX. This follows from 
Lemma 3.9 and [12, p. 1911. Thus we are led to the question: can one obtain 
(4.19) under weaker conditions on the behaviour of f(x) as x ---f + CO ? ? 
5. GENERAL COMPARISON THEOREMS 
Let w,,(x) and wr(x) be two weight functions defined on the same interval 
(a, b). Let f(x) satisfy Condition A(x, , w). Let Tn[f, w,,] and TJf, wl] be 
the matrices defined in Section 2 relative to wa and w1 respectively. Let 
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h[f, w,l and L[f, WJ be the eigenvalues of these matrices. Suppose we 
know the asymptotic behavior of the hi,Jf, w,,] and q(x) = w,(x)+(x). We 
now seek to obtain information about the Aj,Jf, wJ from the behavior of 
Ldf, wol and d(x). 
Our basic tool is the fact that the normalized functions / 2(t)i2 associated 
with the Xj3, behave like a-functions. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let w(x) be a weightfunction on (a, 6). L&f(x) satisfy condition 
4x0 > w) and let T, = Tn[f, w] be the matrix defined in Section 2. Let 
hj,n = hi,Jf, w] and X$,j = 1, 2, . . . n + 1 be the eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors of T, . 
Assume that, for Jixed Y, 
L,, =f(xo> + o[(g * (5.1) 
Let A(x) be a bounded function and suppose that there are constants M and 7 
such that 
I 44 - &,)I < Ml t - xo I (5.2a) 
f Or 
It--x,1 <7> t E [a, b]. (5.2b) 
Let r = min( 1, w). Let the X,j be normalized so that (Xnj, X,j) = 1. 
Then, for fixed j, we have 
I = s” A(t) 1 x%j(t) I2 w(t) dt = A(x,) + O[(;)‘] . 
a 
(5.3) 
PROOF. We may assume f(~,,) = 0. Also, by taking q small enough, we 
may assume that 
f(x) 3 f(x0 f 7) for I x - x0 I > 7. (5.4) 
Let n > l/q. Then I = A(x,) + I, + Iz + I3 where 
II = 
s [A(t) - A&,)] / &j(t) I2 w(t) dt 
It--m,l<l/n 
I, = 
s 
V(t) - &,)I I %V) I2 w(t) dt (5.5) 
l/n<lt-xol<q 
I3 = I [A(t) - A(x,)] 1 &j(t) I2 w(t) dt. s<lt-e”i 
It is an easy matter to see that 
l I 1s I G 2 sup I A(t) I * ,f(Xo f rl) orul = 4r1 . (5.6a) 
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Also 
(5.6b) 
Consider I* . There exists a constant Ml such that 
f(x) 2 M,l x - xc, P for I x - x0 I < 17. 
Hence 
Ml s 
1/n<lt-s,l<11 
1 t - x0 lw 1 znf(t) I2 w(t) dt = O[(;jl . 
case 1. w > 1. Then 
’ I2 ’ G IMrF1 J,,n<, t-s,, ill 
/ t - x0 Iw / &i(t) I2 w(t) dt = O[(;j] . 
, \ 
(5.6~) 
Case2. O<w<l.Then 
I I, I < IMP j 
1/n<lt--501<n 
1 t - x0 lw / &d(t) I2 w(t) dt = 0 [(;,l . 
Thus, the lemma is proven. 
(5.6d) 
LEMMA 5.2. Let wl(x) = wo(x)#x). Let f(x) satisfy condition A(x, , w). 
Letf(x,) = 0. Assume that 
4(x0) f 0. (5.7) 
Suppose there exists a function 4,,(x) such that 
40(x0) = #x0), (5.8a) 
do(x) < Yw, (5.8b) 
f(xMo(x) satisjies condition A(x, , U) with o replaced by u$(xo). (5.8~) 
(5.9) 
and A(x) = I/+(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, then for fixed j, as 
n-+ co, 
~,[f& 3 %I [1/9(x,) + o(y] < Aj[f, WJ. (5.10) 
Here, as in Lemma 5.1, r = min (1, w). 
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PROOF. Let Xns be the eigenvector of T,[f, q] associated with h,,,[f, wr], 
s = 1,2, . . . j. From Lemma 3.6 and (5.8b) we have 
s 
b 
,j(t) I &t, I2 wdt) dt 
Ll[f+o> %I G y-5 
s ’ j i?(t) I2 w,(t) dt n 
where X(t) = xl=, asXnS(t). Therefore 
s 
’ / J?(t) I2 wl(t) dt 
Thus, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let q(x) = w,,(x)+(x). Let f(x) satisfy condition A(xO, w). 
Letf(x,) = 0. Assume that 4(x,,) # 0. Suppose there exists a function &(x) 
such that 
41(x0) = 4(x0) (5.1 la) 
Tw) 3 cc4 (5.11b) 
f(x)+,(x) satisfies condition A(x, , w), with o replaced by c&q,). (5.11~) 
If 
and A(x) = 4(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, then for fixed j as 
n -+ co, we have 
4 Ioh 9 %I LJf, %I G -’ 4(x0) + o[ulfiYI . 
(5.13) 
PROOF. Let Xns be the eigenvectors of T,[j& , q,] associated with 
hug, t %I 5 = 1,2, . . . j. From Lemma 3.6 and (5.1 lb) we have 
s bf(t)4d~) I 2(t) I2 w,(t) dt L[f, 4 < Max XfO a h 
I I g(t) I2 A(t) ~a(4 dt a 
where, as before z(t) = Ct=, cts&s(t). Therefore 
I 
b j 2(t) I2 w,(t) dt 
Therefore, as before, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.1. 
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These basic lemmas, together with the results of Hirschman [l, 21 enable 
us to obtain asymptotic formulas for the hi,n[f, w] for a large class of weight 
functions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (a, b) = (-1, 1). Let w(x) be a weight function defined 
on (- 1, 1). Let & , /3, > - 1 be two real numbers. Let 01 > - 1 and suppose 
w(x) = (1 + x)@s(l - x)“&(x); s = 1, 2, 
where 
ds(4 > 0 for -1 < x < 1. 
In addition, suppose this is a constant M > 0, such that 
(5.14) 
(5.14b) 
(5.15) 
Let f(x) satisfy condition A(l, 1) and assume that [f(x) -f(l)WS(x) also 
satis$es condition A(1, I), with o replaced by ~4~(1). 
Let T,[ f, w] be the matrix dejined in Section 2 and let h,,,[f, w] be its 
eigenvalues arranged in nondecreasing order. Then 
L ==fU) +; [$q” + o[(y] (5.16) 
PROOF. Let wO(x) = (1 + ~)~%(l - x)“. Let WI(x) = w(x) = wO(x)&(x). 
Applying Lemma 5.3 to f(x) -f(l) and using Theorem 4.2, we have 
(5.17) 
Using the other representation we set wr(x) = w(x) = (1 + x)01( 1 - x)%$r(x) 
Once more we consider the function f(x) -f(l). From (5.17) we see that 
the estimate (5.9) of Lemma 5.2 is satisfied. Thus we may apply Lemma 5.2 
and Theorem 4.2 to obtain 
A”,& WI >,f(l) +; [+q” + o[($‘] T 
and the Theorem is proven. 
COROLLARY. Let {p,(x)} be the normalized orthogonalpolynomials associated 
with the weight function w(x). Let gjn be the zeros of p,(x) with 
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Then, for v, as n --j co, we have 
1 -xn+l = ; [Ly + o[(;j2] . 
Y (5.18) 
PROOF. Apply the theorem to j(x) = 1 - x and use lemma 3.9. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (a, 6) = (0, co). Let (Y > 1. Suppose 
w(x) = x”e-%j(x), 
where 
O<m,<#(x),<M,<+CO (5.19) 
for some constants m. and ill, . Let j(x) satisjy the hypothesis of theorem * of 
Section 4. Assume that [j(x) - j(O)]$( ) x a I so satisjes the hypothesis of theorem *. 
Let A,,,[ j, w] be the eigenvalues of T,[ f, w]. Then, for Jixed v and n - CO 
we have 
b = j(0) + f$ [jy(~:)12 + o(i) . (5.20) 
PROOF. The proof follows as in Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (a, b) = (0, co). Let (Y > -1. Suppose 
w(x) = x”e-“4(x) 
where (5.19) holds. Let f(x) be a real continuous junction for 0 < x < ~0 
satisjying 
f&J = my 0 <x0 < co, (5.21a) 
f(x) > my x # x0, o<x<q (5.21b) 
m < iimj(x) < G f(X) < i- a, 
iz5 X++m 
(5.21~) 
f’(x0) = 0, (5.21d) 
j”(xo) = 2 > 0. (5.21e) 
Suppose also that j(x) is twice continuously differentiable in some neighborhood 
of x0 . Finally, suppose [f(x) - m]+(x) satisfies the same hypothesis as f(x) with 
o2 replaced by &$(x0). 
Then 
&i-2 9 
Ai,, = m fgxo, t 0(J-j. 
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PROOF. The proof follows from the theorem of Hirschman [l] for the case 
zua(zc) = e-%x” and a suitable modification of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (a, b) = (--co * CO) and let w(x) = e@‘+(x) where 
(5.19) holds. Letf(x) be a real continuousfunction on --co < x < cg satisfying 
f(xo> = m ---co < x0 < co 
f(xo> > m x # x0 , -co<x<Kl 
m < lim f(X) < lim f(x) < + ~0 
x-t,m CE+*m 
f ‘(x0) = 0 
f”(Xo) = u2 > 0. 
(5.22a) 
(5.22b) 
(5.22~) 
(5.22d) 
(5.22e) 
As before, we assume that f(x) is twice continuously diSferentiable in some neigh- 
borhood of x0 . Finally, suppose [f(x) - m]+(x) satis$es the same hypothesis 
as f(x) with u2 replaced by o”+(x~). 
Then, for $xed j, we have 
(5.23) 
PROOF. The proof follows from the theorem of Hirschman [l] for the case 
we(x) = ed and the modified lemmas required above. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (a, b) = (- 1, 1). Let w(x) be a weight function defked 
on (- 1, 1). Let PI , /I2 > -1 be two real numbers. Let 01 > -1 and suppose 
(5.14a), (5.14b), and (5.15) hold. Let f(x) satisfy condition A(I, w) and let 
[f(x) - f(l)]$3(x) also satisfy condition A(l, w) with (T replaced by u+(xo). 
Let A,,,[ f, w] be the eigenvalues of T,[ f, w]. Then, for$xed v as n + 00 
k.n = f(1) + 2-Vt-2~~, + o(n-2w), (5.24) 
where the constants py are the constants of Hirschman’s Theorem 7b of [2]. 
PROOF. The proof follows the exact same reasoning as the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. Of course, we must use Hirschman’s Theorem 7b. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (a, b) = (- 1, 1) and let w(x) satisfy 
w(x) = (1 + x)@*( 1 - x)%&(x), s= 1,2 
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where t% , t% , a1 , a2 > -1 and +s(x) > 0 satisfies (5.15). Let f(x) satisfy 
condition A(x,, , W) where x,, is an interior point of (-1, 1). Suppose 
[f(x) -f(x,,)]~$~(x) also satisjies condition A(x, , W) with CJ replaced by 0+(x,,). 
Let h,,,[f, w] be the eigenvalue of T,[ f, w]. Then, for$xed Y, as n ---f co 
h “,?z =f(“%) + n-%” + 41>1 
where the constants pu are the constants of Hirschman’s Theorem 19b of [2]. 
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